
Comments from two people who took the journey.   
 

 The music was an important part of each session, soothing, smoothing out the busyness of 
one’s thoughts.  The  times  of relaxation were healing and enjoyable—inducing contempla-
tion and meditation and so appropriate to each theme. The stories were wonderful, thought-
provoking and told in a gentle manner with lovely visual aids– and cleverly relating each 
particular sense to the Bible story. The pivot of the evening.  

Thank you both for the peace and for an absolutely splendid, thought-provoking, and healing 
course of evenings.  I do appreciate all the hard work that went into this extremely well or-
ganised venture.  Thank you.       Margaret ( a woman recently widowed  ) 

 

Throughout the course i felt the music was relaxing and complimented the other aspects of 
the course. The times of relaxing were very good. However I found that in relation to the 
other activities, the massage was relatively short and in my opinion could do with lengthen-
ing.  

All the stories were mesmerizing.  The floor stories were brilliant and I especially enjoyed   
‘The Wedding’. The tasting of the wine after the miracle certainly enhanced the story for me.  

I was a bit apprehensive about this course at first. It was our second meeting of the house 
group. But was surprised and pleased to find that the course was very gentle and easy going. 
The floor stories however were very powerful and moving. Overall I found it a great experi-
ence and it certainly helped me on my journey of faith. Thank you both.  

The triquetra was for me a great experience. During this exercise I felt the presence of God 
come to me and forgive the sins. For this I will be forever grateful.     

  Alain  ( a computer expert married with two young children )   

 

 


